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Abstract
We present a subtyping extension to the Hindley/Milner
type system that is based on name inequivalence. This approach allows the subtype relation to be de ned by incremental construction of polymorphic records and datatypes,
in a way that subsumes the basic type systems of both languages like ML and Java. As the main contribution of the
paper, we describe a partial type inference algorithm for
the extended system which favours succinctness over generality, in the sense that it never infers types with subtype
constraints. The algorithm is based on an ecient approximating constraint solver, and is able to type a wide range
of programs that utilize subtyping and polymorphism in a
non-trivial way. Since constrained types are not inferred,
the algorithm cannot be complete; however, we provide a
completeness result w. r. t. the Hindley/Milner type system
as a form of characterizing lower bound.
1 Introduction
The combination of subtyping with polymorphic type inference has been under intensive study for more than a decade
[Mit84, FM90, FM89, Mit91, Kae92, Smi94, AW93, EST95,
Hen96, Reh97, MW97]. From the outset, this line of research has focused on complete inference algorithms, and
the related notion of principal types. This direction is not
hard to justify considering the evident merits of polymorphic languages like ML or Haskell: program fragments can
be typed independently of their context, and programmers
may rest assured that any absent type information will be
lled in with types that are at least as general, and at least
as succinct, as any information the programmer would have
come up with.
Still, although complete algorithms for polymorphic subtype inference exist, practical language implementations
that take advantage of these are in short supply. The main
reason seems to be that \the algorithms are inecient and
the output, even for relatively simple input expressions, appears excessively long and cumbersome to read" [HM95].
Many attempts have been made at simplifying the output

from these algorithms, but they have only partially succeeded, since the problem in its generality seems to be intractable, both in theory and practice [HM95, Reh97].
However, even if type simpli cation were not an issue,
there is an inherent con ict between generality and succinctness in polymorphic subtyping that is not present in
the original ML type system. While the principal type of
an ML expression is also the syntactically shortest type, the
existence of subtype constraints in polymorphic subtyping
generally makes a principal type longer than its instances.
In particular, the principal type for a given expression may
be substantially more complex than the simplest type general enough to cover an intended set of instances! Thus, type
annotations, which give the programmer direct control over
the types of expressions, are likely to play a more active role
in languages with polymorphic subtyping than they do in
ML, irrespective of advances in simpli cation technology.
In this paper we take a pragmatic standpoint and embrace type annotations as a fact of life. This enables us to
focus on the much simpler problem of partial polymorphic
subtype inference. As the main contribution of the paper,
we present an inference algorithm that always infers types
without subtype constraints, if it succeeds. This is a particularly interesting compromise between implicit and explicit
typing, since such types possess the ML property of being
syntactically shortest among their instances, even though
they might not be most general. We might say that the algorithm favours readability over generality, leaving it to the
programmer to put in type annotations where this strategy
is not appropriate. An exact characterization of which programs our algorithm actually is able to accept is still an open
problem, but we prove, as a lower bound, that it is complete
with respect to the ML type system. We will also provide
some evidence why the algorithm is likely to work very well
in practice.
A second contribution of the paper is presumably the
subtype relation itself, which is based on name inequivalence, in contrast to the structural ditto that dominate the
standard literature [CW85, Mit84]. By structural we mean
the common practice of de ning special subtyping rules for
functions, records, and variants, etc, assuming a given partial order over a set of nullary base types. We will instead
assume that type constants can be of any arity, and extend
the partial order on base types to a relation on fully saturated applications of these constants. Functions, records,
and variants can then be seen as special cases in this general
framework.
We believe that working with named and parameterized
types, whose subtype relationships are de ned by declara-

tion, has the immediate bene t of giving the programmer
full control over the type structure of a program. This can
be a valuable tool in the design phase of a large system, and
it also o ers greater protection from certain logical errors.
Furthermore, name inequivalence seems more in line with
both the way datatypes are treated in functional languages,
and with the object-oriented notion of a named class. And
not the least, the ability to refer to types by name has a big
impact on the readability of the output from our inference
algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Next section continues with some motivating examples, before the
formal type system is introduced in section 3. In section 4
the inference algorithm is described and its theoretical properties are investigated. In section 5 we show how records and
datatypes t into our framework. Section 6 contains a more
practical exploration of the algorithm, by means of some
programming examples. In section 7, type checking in the
presence of incomplete type inference is addressed. Related
work is surveyed in section 8, and section 9 concludes.

only be attained by means of an explicit type annotation
in our system. On the other hand, note that the principal type for min, a->b->c | a < Real, b < Real, a < c,
b < c, is a yet more complicated type, and presumably an
overkill in any realistic context.
So, an informal characterization of our inference algorithm is that it, in contrast to ML-style type inference, allows subtyping steps at application nodes when the types are
known, as in e. g. sin 1. In addition, the algorithm computes least upper bounds for instantiation variables when
required, so that for example the list [7, 3.14] will get
the type [Real]. Greatest lower bounds for anonymous
function arguments will also be found, resulting in the inferred type Int -> (Bool,Int) for the term \x -> (x <
3.14, x + 1). Notice, though, that the algorithm assigns
constraint-free types to all subterms of an expression, hence
a compound expression might receive a less general type
even though its principal type has no constraints. One example of this is

2 Motivating examples
In polymorphic subtyping, principal types generally require
subtype constraints, as is easily demonstrated by the following archetypical example:

which is assigned the type Real, not the principal type Int.
As a demonstration of what name inequivalence can look
like in practice, we de ne two polymorphic record types that
capture a minimal set of equality and comparison operations, respectively.

twice f x = f (f x)

Assuming Int is a subtype of Real, this function
can have the type (Real->Int)->Real->Int, as well as
(Int->Int)->Int->Int, which forces the principal type of
twice to be as general as (a->b)->a->b | b < a.1
However, twice is certainly not a good representative
of subtyping as it is used in common object-oriented languages. Here the type systems are mostly monomorphic,
which simpli es the typing problem considerably. Still, the
elegance of subtyping is captured perfectly well in these languages: great exibility is achieved without introducing any
additional burden on the programmer writing exible code.
Our approach to polymorphic subtype inference is to
let functions like twice retain their original Hindley/Milner
type, and, in the spirit of object-oriented languages, support subtyping only when types involved are known. This
choice can be justi ed on the grounds that (a->a)->a->a is
still likely to be a suciently general type for twice in most
situations, and that the bene t of a consistently readable
output from the inference algorithm will arguably outweigh
the inconvenience of having to supply a type annotation
when this is not the case. We certainly do not want to prohibit exploration of the more elaborate areas of polymorphic
subtyping that need constraints, but considering the cost involved, we think it is reasonable to expect the programmer
to supply the type information in these cases.
As an example of where the lack of inferred subtype constraints might seem more unfortunate than in the typing of
twice, consider the function
min x y = if x < y then x else y

which, assuming < is a relation on Reals, will be assigned the
type Real -> Real -> Real by our algorithm. A more useful choice would probably have been a->a->a | a < Real
here, but as we have indicated, such a constrained type can
1 The concrete syntax used here separates a type and its constraints

by the symbol |.

let twice f x = f (f x) in twice trunc 3.14

struct Eq a = {eq :: a -> a -> Bool}
struct Ord a < Eq a = {less :: a -> a -> Bool}

The relation declared here states that for all types a, an
object of type Ord a also supports the operations of Eq a.
Since a only occurs contravariantly in Ord, depth subtyping
can furthermore be used to derive that Ord Real a subtype
of Ord Int (which in turn is a subtype of Eq Int). It may be
worthwhile to have this example in mind when the subtype
relation is introduced in the next section.
3 Type system
The starting point of our work is the let-polymorphic type
system of ML (a.k.a the Hindley/Milner system), extended
with subtype constraints, a subtype relation, and a subsumption rule. Such extensions are well represented in the
literature [Kae92, Smi94, AW93, EST95]; in this paper we
will adopt a formulation by Henglein [Hen96], which has
the interesting merit of being \generic" in its subtyping theory. Since our system is obtained by \instantiation" with a
particular form of subtyping theory, the results of [Hen96]
directly carry over to our case. The generic part of this type
system is shown in gure 1.
In our formulation, type variables are ranged over by
and , while type constants are ranged over by t and s. The
arity of a type constant t is denoted nt . Type constants are
considered drawn from some nite set that contains at least
the function type constructor (!) with arity 2. Substitutions are ranged over by . For notational convenience, we
will make use of the following abbreviations:
 !   (!)  
 jD  8;: jD
   j;
C `P D  C `P    for all    2 D

We will also assume that terms have been renamed so that
all bound variables are distinct and not equal to any free
variables.

Term language:
e

::=

j
j
j
Type language:

x
e e0
x:e
let x = e in e0

; 

C; D

?

::=
::=
::=
::=

variable
application
abstraction
local de nition

j t  1 : : : n
8 :( jC )
f  g
fx : g

t

Typing rules:
(var)

C; ? [ fx : g `P x : 
C; ? `P e :  0 !  C; ? `P e0 :  0
(app)
C; ? `P e e0 : 
C; ? [ fx :  0 g `P e : 
(abs)
C; ? `P x:e :  0 ! 
C; ? `P e :  C; ? [ fx : g `P e0 : 
(let)
C; ? `P let x = e in e0 : 
2= fv(C; ?) (gen)
C [ D; ? `P e : 
C; ? `P e : 8 : jD
C; ? `P e : 8 : jD C `P [= ]D
(inst)
C; ? `P e : [= ]
C; ? `P e :  C `P    0
(sub)
C; ? `P e :  0

Figure 1: The basic type system
It can easily be veri ed that if C; ? `P e : 8 : jD
is derivable without the use of rule (sub), and if all type
schemes in ? have empty constraint sets, then ;; ? `P e :
8 : is derivable without rule (sub) and with empty constraint sets throughout (i. e. the judgement is also derivable in the original Hindley/Milner type system). Let
? `HM e :  denote such a derivation. In section 4 we
will prove a completeness result w. r. t. derivations of this
limited form.
3.1 Subtype relation
Figure 2 shows the inference rules for our subtype relation.
With the exception of rules (depth) and (const), this definition directly corresponds to the one in [Hen96].
The variance of a type constant, utilized in rule (depth),
is de ned as follows:
De nition 1 (Variance) For a type constant t, let the sets
t+ ; t?  f1 : : : nt g represent the argument positions that the
subtype relation should treat as co- and contravariant, respectively.

C [ f  g `P   

(hyp)

C `P    (refl)
C `P    C ` P    0
(trans)
C `P    0
(C `P i  i )i2t+ (C `P j  j )j2t?
(depth)
C `P t 1 : : : nt  t 1 : : : nt
 <P 
C `P    (const)

Figure 2: Subtype relation
For a built-in type, these choices must of course be consistent with the dynamic semantics of terms +of that type,
which for the function symbol means that (!) = f2g, and
(!)? = f1g (see [CW85]). Thus, rule (depth) replaces and
generalizes the standard rule for functions (called (arrow)
in [Hen96]). As regards types de ned by the programmer,
section 5 will describe how variance information can be extracted from record and datatype declarations.
Our basic subtyping theory is de ned in terms of polymorphic subtype axioms that may be instantiated by substitution, as witnessed by rule (const) in gure 2.
De nition 2 (Subtype axiom) If t  and s  are ground
type expressions, t 6= s, and  and  contain no occurrences
of t and s, then the term (t  < s ) is a subtype axiom
relating t and s.
We consider subtype axioms equivalent up to renaming
of variables. To turn a subtype axiom into a judgement, we
write ( < ) 2 S , or more conveniently  <S , where S is
some given set.
The interaction between multiple subtype axioms is controlled by the following de nition:
De nition 3 (Subtyping theory) A subtyping theory P
is a set of subtype axioms such that
1. all axioms in P relate distinct pairs of type constants.
2. if t  <P s  and s 0 <P t0  0 , then (t  <P t0  0 ),
where  is a most general uni er of  and 0 .
The rationale for these restrictions is that the constraint
solving problem is greatly simpli ed if all derivations of
t   s  (with t 6= s) can be normalized to contain just one
application of rule (const) that is not a premise of some
(depth) step. The requirements on a subtype axiom furthermore outrule recursive axioms, which is vital to the termination property of our constraint solver, as well as axioms
that would interfere ambiguously with depth subtyping.
Since the set of valid subtyping judgements depends on a
particular subtyping theory P , we let the inference systems
in gures 1 and 2 be parametric in P . This P has role
analogous to the partial order on types that is assumed in
[Hen96]. To see that our de nition is an instance of the
latter, note that for each P the relation
f(; ) j  <P  ^  is a substitution g;

contains all relationships derivable by our (const) rule, and
that its re exive closure de nes a partial order on ground
type expressions as required. It is also trivial to verify
that our formulation preserves the property that subtyping
judgements are closed under substitution.
Our requirements on a subtyping theory are very liberal,
and allow both multiple sub- and supertypes (multiple inheritance in object-oriented terms), and a form of rank-2
polymorphism that comes from the ability to use some type
variables on just one side in a subtype axiom. In concrete
programming terms, a subtyping theory expresses both the
subtype relationships a language might provide as built-in
(e. g. Int <P Real, or Action <P Cmd ()2 ), as well as
the relationships that result from incremental type de nitions made by the programmer (e. g. ColorPoint <P Point,
or Ord <P Eq ). Incremental de nitions of records and
datatypes will be further described in section 5.
3.2 Properties of typing judgements
We end this section by recapitulating some important results
that are proven in general in [Hen96], and thus hold for our
system in particular. For this purpose, the subtype relation
in gure 2 is extended to type schemes as follows:
1. C `P    if C; fx : g `P x :  .
2. C `P  0 0 if for all D and  such that D `P C and
D `P    we have D `P    .
Proposition 1 Let 2= fv(C; ?). Then C; ? `P e : 8 : jD
i C [ D; ? `P e :  .
Proposition 2 Let C `P   0 . Then:
1. If C; ? `P e :  then C; ? `P e : 0 .
2. If C; ?[fx : 0 g `P e : 00 then C; ?[fx : g `P e : 00 .
Theorem 1 (Principal types) Let fv(e)  dom(?).
Then there exists a  such that:
1. ;; ? `P e : 3
2. for all 0 , if ;; ? `P e : 0 then ;; ? `P   0 .

Theorem 2 (Subject reduction)
Let ?! stand for let-reduction, and let P be such that
C `P  !0    0 ! 0 only if C `P  0   and
C `P    . Then:
If C; ? `P e :  and e ?! e0 then C; ? `P e0 : .
4 The inference algorithm
We will now turn to the partial inference algorithm we consider our main result. The core of this algorithm is an approximating subtype constraint solver, that has the merit
of being simple and ecient { in fact it is de ned as a
small extension to the very ecient uni cation algorithm
of Martelli and Montanari [MM82]. The main characteristic of our solver is that it approximates constraints of the
form  as equality constraints, and resorts to uni cation in these cases. When all such constraints are removed

2 The latter axiom expresses that a value of type Action can be
promoted to the monad of commands that execute in a local state
and return values of type (). See [NC97] for more information on this
monad.
3 Note that this statement does not say anything about the satisability of the constraints that are generally contained in .

from a constraint set, computation of least upper bounds or
greatest lower bounds for the remaining variables becomes
straightforward, and the algorithm can continue (just like in
ordinary uni cation) by solving any constraints induced by
the arguments of the bounding type expressions.
This strategy is not very re ned, however, and is bound
to fail in certain situations. Consider the constraint set

f  Int;  ; Real  g
With our strategy, would be uni ed with , resulting in
the unsolvable constraint set f  Int; Real  g. In this
case, unifying with Int would have been a better way to
proceed.
So, if we want to stick to our simple strategy (which we
really do, considering its attractively close relationship to
well-known uni cation techniques), it becomes vital to feed
as small constraint sets as possible into the constraint solver,
in order to minimize the \damage" that variable/variable
constraints can give rise to. For example, if the constraint
set above actually was generated as the union of the sets
f  Intg and f  ; Real  g, solving the rst set
separately would lead to success even with our simple strategy.
This requirement actually puts us closer to the standard
inference algorithm W [Mil78] than what is customary in
the literature on subtype inference. As we have indicated,
we will have good reasons for solving constraints as soon
as they are generated, rather than propagating them upwards in the syntax tree as input to some nal simpli cation/solving pass. The complication we run into is of course
that constraints involving variables free in the assumption
environment cannot be solved immediately if we want the
output of the algorithm to be predictable. However, we will
postpone the discussion on how we address this problem
until we have presented the constraint solver.
4.1 Solving constraints
The de nition of the constraint solver is given in gure 3.
It is presented as an inference system for judgements on the
form  j=P C , which should have the operational interpretation \given a constraint set C and subtyping theory P ,
return substitution ". If a constraint set does not match
any of the ve clauses, the result of the algorithm is considered to be failure.
This algorithm, as well as the subsequent inference algorithm, depends crucially on the ability to generate fresh
type variables. Instead of burdening the presentation with
unessential details concerning name supplies, we use the following convention: the symbol  always represents a type
variable that is distinct from any other variable in the derivation or its context, except for other occurrences of  in the
same rule. Likewise, we let  represent a vector of zero or
more unique variables, equal only to the variables denoted
by other occurrences of  in the same rule.
Clauses (a) to (d) in gure 3 essentially constitute the
uni cation algorithm of Martelli and Montanari, or more
precisely, their nondeterministic speci cation of the algorithm. We prefer to use this abstract formulation here because of its conciseness; the reader is referred to [MM82] for
concrete information on how to make an ecient implementation, especially on how to avoid the costly occurs-check in
clause (d).
The computation of least upper bounds / greatest lower
bounds in clause (d) is of course added by us; the reader
should note, though, that our formulation degenerates to

(a)
Id j=P ;
 j=P [ = ]C
(b)
  [ = ] j=P C ] f  g
+

?

 j=P C [ fi  i gi2t [ fj  j gj2t
(c)
 j=P C ] ft 1 : : : nt  t 1 : : : nt g
2= fv(C;  i ; j ) t = (tP ti ) [] (uP sj )  j=P C [ fti  i  t  gi [ ft   sj j gj
(d)
  [t = ] j=P C ] fti  i  gi [ f  sj j gj
= fv( 0 ; 0 )  j=P C [ ft   [= ](t  0 )g [ f[= ](s 0 )  s g
t  0 <P s 0
(e)
 j=P C ] ft   s g
Figure 3: The constraint solver
the original one in case the trivial subtyping theory P = ;
is given. These standard algorithms use a partial order on
pure type constants derived from P , which relates t and s
i t = s or t  <P s  for some  and . Since neither least
upper bounds nor greatest lower bounds are guaranteed to
exist (for one thing,  or  may be empty), both algorithms
might return failure.
The \fatbar" operator in (tP ti ) [] (uP sj ) picks one of
its arguments in a failure-avoiding manner. In case both
arguments evaluate successfully this choice is assumed to be
guided by the inference algorithm, so that the alternative is
taken which results in the smallest inferred type. If neither
alternative is better than the other we somewhat arbitrarily
specify that the left argument is selected. Adding an extra
parameter to the constraint solver representing the type that
should be minimized is straightforward, so we leave out the
details in the interest of brevity.
Clause (e) is our main extension to the uni cation algorithm; it has no correspondence in the original formulation
since it handles the case where two distinct type constants
are compared. Note that this rule is only applicable if there
exists an appropriate subtype axiom in P .
The following lemma states a soundness property of the
constraint solver.
Lemma 3 If  j=P C then ; `P C .
Since the algorithm deliberately discards certain solutions, completeness cannot not hold by de nition. However,
a distinctive characteristic of our approach is that it is a
conservative extension of uni cation. This is made precise
below.
De nition 4 We say that
a substitution  uni es a constraint set C i  =  0 for all    0 2 C .
Lemma 4 00If  uni es C , then 0 j=P C and  = 00  0
for some  .
Proof By the same argument as in [MM82], noting that
1. In clause (d), all ti and sj must be equal, and
since at least one of ti and sj must be non-empty,
(tP ti ) [] (uP sj ) trivially succeeds.

2. Since a subtype axiom never relates a type constant to
itself, clause (e) can never match.
3. The +case ?where a type constant is non-variant (that is,
i 2= t [ t for some i  nt ) only makes the algorithm
output more general than the unifying substitution. 2
A vital property of the constraint solver is that it terminates on all input, either with a substitution, or with the
implicit result failure if there is no matching clause. Formally,
Proposition 5 The relation  j=P C is decidable.
Proof We show that there can be no in nite derivations
of  j=P C by considering the size jC j of a constraint set C ,
as de ned by
jfi  i gi j = i ji  ij
j  j
= j j
j  j
= j j
jt i  t i j = 1 + 2 i ji 0 i j 0
jt   s j = 1 + jt 0  t  0j + js   s j
if t  <P s 
j i j
=
i ji j
j j
= 1
= 4 + 2(ji j + nmax + kt )
jt i j
where nmax is the maximal arity of any t, and kt is computed for each t by examining all axioms in P of the form
(t  < s ) or (s  < t  ), and taking the sum of the sizes
of each  and  thus encountered. The well-foundedness of
this de nition follows from the requirement that the type
constants related by a subtype axioms occur just once in
the axiom (see de nition 2).
It is now straightforward to show that every premise in
the de nition of  j=P C involves a constraint set of strictly
lesser size than the constraint set of the corresponding conclusion. The crucial step is rule (d), where one expands the
premise using rules (e) and (c), and then utilizes the fact
that for every  and , j  j is less than j j + jj.
2

P

P

P

4.2 Algorithm de nition
The actual inference algorithm is shown in gure 4. Again
we use a formulation in terms of an inference system, whose

i = fv()  = inst()
(var')
?
2

fi  i g
[ f i  i g i 2+ ; ? [ fx : g j=P x : [i = i ]
C; ? j=P e :  Ci ; ? j=P ei : i  j=P f  i !  g
(app')
(C [ i Ci ); ? j=P e ei : 
i

S

C; ? [ fxi : i gi j=P e :   j=P C nC?
(abs')
(C? ); ? j=P xi :e : (i !  )
C; ? j=P e :   = gen(C; ?;  ) C 0 ; ? [ fx : g j=P e0 :  0  j=P C 0 nC?0
(let')
(C [ C?0 ); ? j=P let x = e in e0 :  0

Figure 4: The inference algorithm
judgements C; ? j=P e :  should be read \given an assumption environment ?, a subtyping theory P , and an expression
e, return type  and constraint set C ".
The existence of a constraint set in the output from our
inference algorithm might at rst seem contradictory to our
whole approach. However, these constraint sets have a very
limited form, and are there just for the same purpose as the
substitutions returned by Milner's algorithm W: to propagate requirements on the free variables of the assumption
environment ? [Mil78].
But instead of deciding locally on a xed substitution
that makes ? meet its requirements, our algorithm will effectively work on cloned copies of ? (rule (var)), and return
a constraint set that relates these clones to the original.4 It
is not until a free variable of ? exits its scope that its constraints are collected and a satisfying substitution is computed (last premise of rules (abs') and (let')). A key element in this step is an operation which takes a constraint set
and returns only those constraints which reference variables
free in ?:
C? = f   0 j (   0 ) 2 C ^ fv(;  0 ) \ fv(?) 6= ;g
We formalize the role of these generated constraint sets as
follows:
De nition
5 A constraint set C is a ?-constraint i for all
   0 2 C , either   or  0  for some 2 fv(?).
Proposition 6 If C; ? j=P e :  then C is a ?-constraint.
Proof By structural induction on e, using the fact that
variables free in ? never occur in  .
2
Corollary 7 If C; ? j=P e :  and fv(?) = ; then C = ;.
Thus, for expressions de ned on the top-level of a program, the inference algorithm returns just a type if it succeeds.
Generalization and instantiation play the same role here
as in Milner's W. We de ne these operations for the full

4 Here we let the symbols + and ? stand for the free variables
of  that occur in co- and contravariant positions, respectively.

type scheme syntax with constraints, even though we will
not need this generality until section 7:
gen(C;  jD) = 8 : jD where = fv(; D)nfv(C )
inst(8 : jD) = [= ]( jD)
Note that gen takes the ?-constraint C as a parameter instead of ?, since the free variables of  jD and ? will always
be disjoint.
The vector notations in rule (app') stand for nested
application and function type construction, respectively.
The possibility of letting more than one argument in uence the type of an application expression can have a crucial impact on the result of the algorithm. For example, if
f : 8 : !
! and the numeric constants have their
obvious type, then f 7 3.14 will be assigned the type Real,
whereas f 7 applied to 3.14 will result in a type error (assuming Int  Real). A similar argument, although probably less important in practice, applies to the use of nested
abstractions in rule (abs'). Thus it is implicitly understood
that rules (app') and (abs') are matched against as large
expressions as possible.
It is worth noting that the result of the algorithm is independent of the order in which subexpressions are analyzed
(it is only rule (app') that o ers any degree of freedom). A
related property guarantees that function arguments can be
reordered without causing any other e ect than a permutation of the corresponding argument types.
Detailed examples of how the algorithm works can be
found in section 6. We end this section with the main technical results about our inference algorithm.
Theorem 3 (Soundness) If C; ? j=P e :  then C; ? `P
e : .
Proof By structural induction on e.
2
HM
Theorem 4 (Partial completeness) If ?0 `
e :
8 : , then C;
?
j
=
P e :  and there is a  such that 0
uni es C , 0 ? = ?, and 0  =  .
Proof By induction on the derivation of ? `HM e : 8 : ,
utilizing lemma 4 and the fact that if C is a ?-constraint and
 uni es C then fv(C )  fv(?).
2
Detailed proofs of the theorems and lemmas stated in
this paper will appear in the author's forthcoming thesis.

5 Records and datatypes
Subtyping in real programming languages is mostly associated with record-like structures such as classes in objectoriented languages, although it is also perfectly sensible to
de ne subtyping for variant types, or datatypes as they are
commonly called in functional languages [CW85]. In this
section we present an application of our subtyping framework in terms of a system of incrementally de nable record
types and datatypes, in a style reminiscent of Haskell. Because we have chosen to work with name inequivalence,
most of the work that concern extensible type hierarchies
is already done in the de nition of a valid subtyping theory; therefore the material in this section becomes mostly
straightforward.
A distinguishing feature of this extension is that the
treatment of records and datatypes is perfectly symmetric;
that is, there is a close correspondence between record selectors and datatype constructors, between record construction
and datatype selection, and between the two forms of type
extension, which yields subtypes for records and supertypes
for datatypes. Along this line, we will treat both record selectors and datatype constructors as global constants { an
absolutely normal choice for what datatypes are concerned,
but not so for records (see e.g. [MTH90, Gas97]). Still,
we think that a symmetric treatment like ours has some
interesting merits in itself, and that the ability to form hierarchies of record types alleviates most of the problems of
having a common scope for all selector names. We also note
that overloaded names in Haskell are given very much the
same treatment, without much hassle in practice. Apart
from the global scope for selectors, a hierarchy of record
types in our system subsumes the essential features of the
class hierarchies expressible in Java and C++.
We extend our term language with the following constructs:
e ::= k
datatype constructor
j fk ! eg datatype selection
j l
record selector
j fl = eg record construction

j

:::

The datatype selection syntax might seem a little unusual,
since it does not contain any expression to scrutinize. We
have chosen the given formulation in order to emphasize the
symmetry between datatype selection and
record construction. The syntax case e of fki ! ei gi normally found in
functional languages can theni be de ned as a syntactic sugar
for the application fki ! ei g e. A similar argument applies
to the common dot-notation used for record selection.
We assume that datatypes are declared using the syntax
data t

> fsi i gi = fkj j gj

Apart from the optional component > fsi i gi , this is essentially ordinary Haskell. Implicit in the de nition is the
declaration of type schemes for each constructor
kj = 8 :j ! t ;
and a set of subtype axioms

fsi i < t gi
that the subtyping theory must contain. Since it only makes
sense operationally to let datatypes be subtype-related to

C; ? ` l : l

(sel)
(con)

C; ? ` k : k
C; ? ` li :  ! i fli gi =  C; ? ` ei : i
(rec)
C; ? ` fli = ei gi : 
C; ? ` ki : i !  fki gi =  C; ? ` ei : i !  0
(alt)
C; ? ` fki ! ei gi :  !  0

b

b

Figure 5: Records and datatypes
other datatypes (which are declared analogously), the transitive closure prescribed by condition 2 in de nition 3 can
always be successfully constructed from any given set of type
declarations. However, the result of this operation is not
necessarily a valid subtyping theory, which means that a
language implementation must also perform a consistency
check according to de nitions 2 and 3 ( rst condition) before a new set of type declarations can be accepted.
Note that since all constructor names kj are required to
be globally unique, there is no way of modifying the type
of a constructor when a datatype is extended. Thanks to
subsumption, old constructors can nonetheless be used to
construct values of the new type.
For records, the declarations look very much the same,
except that the new type now denotes a subtype instead of
a supertype.
i
j
struct t < fsi i g = flj : j g
Type schemes for the selectors are formed analogously
lj = 8 :t ! j ;
as well as a set of subtype axioms:

ft < si i gi

The argument above regarding closure generation and validity of the resulting subtyping theory applies here as well.
And as for datatypes, it is the subsumption rule that will
allow us to apply old selectors to values of the new record
type.
Variances for user-de ned types must also be calculated
by a language implementation. Essentially this information
follows from the way argument variables are used in constructor/selector types and sub-/supertypes; however, the
fact that type declarations may be recursive causes a slight
problem. Fortunately, a bit of abstract interpretation over a
domain consisting of the four subsets of f+; ?g will do the
job.
The typing rules for records and datatypes are given in
gure 5, while gure 6 shows the necessary algorithm extensions. These de nitions contain no surprises, the only
di erence subtyping makes in the typing rules is that we
must generally rely on subsumption in order to nd a common argument type for the selectors in rule (rec). The same
holds for the result type of the constructors in rule (alt).
Since a type constant contains no information about its
own declaration, checking that datatype selection / record

;; ? j=P l : inst(l ) (sel')

;; ? j=P k : inst(k ) (con')
i ! i0 = inst(l )  j=P f  i gi fli gi = c Ci ; ? j=P ei : i 0 j=P fi  i0 gi
(rec')
S
0 i Ci ; ? j=P fli = ei gi : 0
i0 ! i = inst(k )  j=P fi   gi fki gi = c Ci ; ? j=P ei : i 0 j=P fi  i0 !  0 gi
(alt')
S
0 i Ci ; ? j=P fki ! ei gi : 0 ( !  0 )
i

i

Figure 6: Type inference for datatypes and records
construction is exhaustive must be done using an additional
attribute associated with each type constant. This attribute
is written t, and is de ned as the set of constructor/selector
names directly introduced in the declaration of t, plus all
the names associated with the declared sub/super-types of
t. We tacitly lift this attribute to a partial function on type
expressions in the obvious way.
We have assumed here that both kinds of type declarations only mention variables that appear in the argument list
. As has been described by Laufer and Jones among others, lifting this restriction for a constructor type naturally
leads to a system with support for local existential quanti cation, while the corresponding generalization for selector types is best interpreted as local universal quanti cation [Lau92, Jon96, Jon97]. Taking this idea further, by
also letting the declared sub-/supertypes contain free variables, opens up some interesting possibilities to explore (recall that the implied subtype axioms remain valid in spite
of this change). For one thing, a term can now be assigned
an existentially quanti ed type simply by means of a type
annotation, or even just by using the term in the right context. However, although this additional feature is natural
and carries no extra implementational cost, it is not clear
how useful it really is in practice.

b

6 More examples
In this section we will discuss the behaviour of our inference
algorithm by means of some programming examples, that we
have tested on a prototype implementation running under
Hugs 1.4. The concrete syntax we use follows the syntax
of Haskell. Input to the prototype is an expression written
after the prompt >. Output follows after the :: sign, and
is either a type or an error message. We will assume an
environment where Int  Real, and where the following
declarations are in scope:
struct Box a =
fst
:: a
struct Couple a < Box a =
snd
:: a
struct Couple' < Box Int =
snd' :: Bool
rdict
:: Ord Real
idict
:: Ord Int
==
:: Int -> Int -> Bool

Here Ord is assumed to be de ned as in section 2.
Some basic examples of how the algorithm works have
also been given in section 2. Below follows some examples
that need slightly more involved computations, including
least upper bounds, greatest lower bounds, and depth subtyping with contravariance (due to type Ord).
>
::
>
::
>
::
>
::
>
::

a = {fst = 1}
Box Int
b = {fst = 1; snd = 3.14}
Couple Real
c = {fst = idict; snd = rdict}
Couple (Ord Int)
d = {fst = 1; snd' = False}
Couple'
e = {fst = 3.14; snd' = False}
### Type error

These types are all inferred using rule (rec'). We give the
derivation used in example d as an illustration; the other
derivations follow the same pattern.
Box ! = inst(fst ) Couple' ! Bool = inst(snd')
[Int= ; Couple'= ] j=P f  Couple';   Box g
ffst; snd'g = Couple'
;; ? j=P 1 : Int ;; ? j=P False : Bool
Id j=P fInt  Int; Bool  Boolg
;; ? j=P ffst = 1; snd' = Falseg : Couple'
The rst constraint solving problem above is non-trivial,
so we write it out as well. It also illustrates most of
the clauses that constitute the constraint solver. Some
obvious premises are left out for space economy reasons,
though, most notably Couple' <P Box Int in clause (e),
and Couple' = Couple' uP Box in the bottom application
of clause (d).
(a)
Id j=P ;
(d)
[Int= ] j=P fInt  g
[Int= ] j=P fBox Int  Box g (c)
(c)
[Int= ] j=P fCouple'  Couple'; Box Int  Box g
(e)
[Int= ] j=P fCouple'  Box g
(c)
[Int= ] j=P fCouple'  Couple'; Couple'  Box g
(d)
[Int= ; Couple'= ] j=P f  Couple';   Box g

d

The next two examples illustrate the point of collecting
constraints on the assumption environment, instead of solving them directly:
>
::
>
::

f x = (x.fst, x.snd)
Couple a -> (a,a)
g x = (x.fst, x.snd')
Couple' -> (Int,Bool)

Part of the derivation for the lambda-abstraction g is shown
below, where (incidentally) C is identical to the constraint
set solved in detail in the previous example.
C; fx :  g j=P (x:fst; x:snd') : ( ; Bool)  j=P C
;; ; j=P x:(x:fst; x:snd') : Couple' ! (Int; Bool) (abs')
Had the algorithm not accumulated any constraints on 
but instead attempted to solve these immediately, the order
in which subexpressions are visited would make a di erence,
and the naive order would have failed at the subderivation
; fx : Box g j=P x:snd' :
On the other hand, the following example would not have
been accepted if the algorithm just naively collected all constraints and solved them on the top-level:
> h x = if x==0 then 3.14 else x
:: Int -> Real

If the type variable assigned to x is  , our algorithm will
analyze the right-hand side of h essentially as follows:5
f  Intg; ? j=P x==0 : Bool
;; ? j=P 3.14 : Real f   00 g; ? j=P x :  00
[Real= 0 ; Real= 00 ] j=P fReal   0 ;  00   0 g
f  Int;   Realg; ? j=P if x==0 then 3.14 else x : Real
Notice here that if00 the algorithm
instead just had returned
f  Int;    ; Real   0 ;  00   0 g, our simple constraint solver would be bound to fail when applied to this
constraint set at a later stage, for reasons discussed in the
beginning of section 4.
Recall that the function min from section 2 was assigned
a rather limited type by our inference algorithm. Interestingly, min can be given an alternative coding, inspired by
overloading in Haskell, that avoids losing information:
>
::
>
::
>
::
>
::

min d x y = if d.less x y then x else y
Ord a -> a -> a -> a
i = min idict 1 2
Int
j = min rdict 1 2
Int
k = min rdict 1 3.14
Real

The instantiation variable that corresponds to a above will
have both upper and lower bounds in these examples. In example j the lower bound Int is chosen in favour of the upper
bound Real, on the grounds that it makes the resulting type
more precise (see section 4.1).
The e ect of narrowing the context of an application can
sometimes be puzzling:

5 The rule used here can easily be derived if the syntax sugar
e1 then e2 else e3 is expanded into fTrue ! () ! e2 ; False !
() ! e3 g e1 .
if

>
::
>
::

l = min rdict 1
Int -> Int
k = min rdict
Real -> Real -> Real

Still, the algorithm just consequently uses every piece of
local information it has { if there are no lower bounds on a
variable it will use the upper bounds. In the next section we
will see how the behaviour of the algorithm can be improved
by letting it take some contextual information into account
as well.
7 Type checking
Since we are working with an incomplete inference algorithm, the standard method of checking type annotations
after a principal type has been inferred will not work. As a
remedy, we develop an alternative approach to type annotations in this section, that makes type checking an integral
part of the inference algorithm.
First we extend the expression syntax to include terms
annotated with a signature
e ::= : : : j e :: 
and add a corresponding rule to the type system
C; ? `P e : 
(typ)
C; ? `P (e :: ) : 
Since a signature is a type scheme, it can contain subtype
constraints as well as explicit quanti ers, even though it is
arguably more convenient to let the latter be implied in the
concrete syntax, as is done for example in Haskell. We will
actually require here that all variables appearing in a signature be bound in the same annotation, although extending
the system to deal with type variables of nested scope should
present no speci c problems.
The main change we introduce compared to the previous
sections is that the type of an expression can now also be
determined by the type expected by the context in which the
expression appears. In principle such contextual information
has its origin in an explicit type annotation, but we also want
to make sure that expected types are propagated down to0
subexpressions as far as possible. For an application e e
this requirement means that if the
result type is expected
to be  , e should
have
the
type
 0 !  , where  0 is the type
inferred for e0 .6
A consequence of propagating information this way is
that an expected type will generally contain a mixture of
universally quanti ed variables (which must be protected
from instantiation and in e ect be treated as unique constants), and free instantiation variables originating from inferred types. This complicates the type checking algorithm
slightly, but once it is handled properly, two other bene ts
come almost for free.
Firstly, the type checker and the inference algorithm can
now be integrated, considering type inference as a special

6 Alternatively, we could have let the contextual information ow
in the other direction and extract the expected type of e0 from the
type inferred for e, as is done in [PT98]. But this scheme would not
make any good use of the parameter  , and since we most often do not
need to help the inference algorithm nding0 types for the anonymous
lambda abstractions that might appear in e (which is the motivation
behind the choice in [PT98]), it makes more sense to collect as much
information as possible before instantiating the generally polymorphic
type of e.

case of checking where the expected type is a unique instantiation variable. Secondly, it becomes possible to let the
programmer exploit the use of partial type signatures, i. e.
signatures where the type component may contain \holes"
in the form of wildcards ( ). Such signatures may for example come in handy in situations where the programmer
needs to specify that the type of an expression should be an
application of a speci c constant, but where the inference algorithm may be trusted with inferring the type arguments.
We will not develop this idea any further here; we only want
to emphasize that partial signatures is a natural generalization that our algorithm directly supports, provided that all
wildcard types are replaced with unique instantiation variables prior to type checking.
The extended inference algorithm is shown in the form
of an inference system in gure 7. Judgements in this system are of the form C; D; ? j=P e : ( ) and should be read
\given an assumption environment ?, a subtyping theory
P , an expression e, and an expected type  , return constraint sets C and D, and substitution ". The intuition
behind this judgement form is captured by the soundness
theorem for the extended algorithm, which states that under certain reasonable restrictions on the variables free in  ,
if C; D; ? j=P e : ( ) then C [ D; ? `P e :  .
The rationale for returning two constraint sets is that
we want to separate those constraints that restrict variables
free in ? (the ?-constraint C ) from those that directly or indirectly originate from type signatures supplied by the programmer (the set D). The latter set is a natural part of the
type schemes generated in rule (let"). Note that by letting D contain instantiated constraints from rule (var"), as
well as constraints that appear directly in a signature (rule
(typ")), we obtain an algorithm with the intuitive property that both x and y receive0 the same type scheme in
let x = e ::  in let y = x in e .
In rule (let") it is assumed that there exists a constraint
simpli cation algorithm simp that is applied to D before a
type scheme is generated. This algorithm can of course be
arbitrarily sophisticated; however, since the constraints in
its domain are either explicitly given in the program text,
or instantiations of such constraints, it seems like the only
really necessary requirements on simp are that it removes
tautological constraints like Int  Real, and ags an error
if a constraint is obviously inconsistent.
Variables which are universally quanti ed in an enclosing
derivation are assumed to be skolemized, i. e. replaced with
unique type constants of arity 0, whenever they appear free
in a premise (see the rst two premises in rule (typ")).
For this purpose we assume that the set of type constants
contains a set of skolem constants that is suciently large
for the program in question, and that fs(C ) returns the set
of skolem constants that occur in C . Furthermore, we apply
the same notational technique as we do for indicating unique
type variables, and assume that  stands for a vector of
zero or more skolem constants that are equal only to the
constants denoted by other occurrences of  in the same
rule.
The annotated expression e in rule (typ") is checked
according to an extended subtyping theory P  [= ]D0 ,
where  denotes the operator implicitly referenced in section 5 that adds axioms to a subtyping theory and validates
the generated closure. Note that all axioms in0 [= ]D0 must
be monomorphic, since by assumption fv(D )  . The extended subtyping theory is also used to solve all direct and
indirect signature constraints encountered while checking
e,
in order to establish that they are all implied by D0 . When

it has been veri ed that no universally quanti ed variable
escapes its scope, a fresh instance of the signature is generated, and a nal check is made to ensure that the annotated
type ts below the type expected by the context.
The parts of the type checker that deal with records and
datatypes are straightforward and will not be shown. Type
checking does nonetheless appear to be especially useful for
these constructs in practice, since type signatures for all selectors and constructors are already given in their respective
type declarations.
Finally it should be noted that this integrated typechecking/type-inference algorithm is still incomplete, in the
sense that adding a top-level type annotation is not necessarily sucient to make a typeable program accepted by
the algorithm. Seeing this is easy: the type checker relies
on type inference for subexpressions in several places, and
we know that the inference algorithm is incomplete.
An (almost) complete type checker could probably be
developed for our system by following the ideas in [TS96,
MW97], and would be valuable for the same reason that
a complete inference algorithm is. However, since the former kind of algorithm by necessity must be based on the
latter, problems regarding unreadable diagnostic messages
would reappear, and the programmer would experience signi cantly di erent responses from the system depending on
whether a term has a type annotation or not.
Despite its less ambitious goal, our approach to type
checking ful lls a vital need in conjunction with our inference strategy, in that it enables the programmer to guide
the inference algorithm at points where it would otherwise
have made a bad choice. Indeed, identifying these points on
basis of error messages is likely to be facilitated by the very
same properties that contribute to making the algorithm incomplete: contextual information in form of expected types
is explicitly propagated top-down, and readable types are
assigned not only to top-level terms, but to every subexpression as well.
8 Related work
Most of the work on subtype inference cited in the introduction take a structural view of the subtype relation, that is, types are subtype-related if and only if they
have the same structure (a function, a pair, a list, etc)
and their respective constituent parts are subtype-related
[Mit84, FM90, FM89, Mit91, Kae92, Smi94, AW93, MW97].
This leads to a subtyping theory where the only primitive
subtype relationships are between nullary base types. The
system described in [EST95] follows [CW85] and allows two
records to be subtype related if their set of selectors are in
a superset relationship. Still, it is the structure of a record
that de nes its position in the subtype hierarchy, not any intentions explicitly declared by the programmer. Henglein's
type system [Hen96] is unique in that it is generic in the
choice of subtyping theory, something which we have exploited in our system based on name inequivalence.
Despite the fact that type systems with name-based
(in)equivalence dominate among both functional and objectoriented languages currently in widespread use, polymorphic
subtype inference for such systems have not gained much attention. Reppy and Riecke develop a scheme where object
types are related by declaration in their object-oriented ML
variant OML [RR96], while Jategonkar and Mitchell outline
a similar (future) system for abstract datatypes in [JM93].
Both these systems consider only parameterless type constants. Depth subtyping and variances appear in Freeman's

fi 

i = fv()  0 jD = inst()  j=P f[i = i ] 0   g
?
+
i g i 2 [ f i  i g i 2 ; [i= i ]D; ? [ fx : g j=P

x : ( )

(var")

Ci ; Di ; ? j=P ei : i (i ) C; D; ? j=P e : (ii !  )
(app")
i Ci [ C; i Di [ D; ? j=P e ei : ( )
 j=P fi !    g C; D; ? [ fxi : i gi j=P e : 0 ( ) 00 j=P C nC?
(abs")
00 C? ; 00 D; ? j=P xi :e : 00 0 ( )
C; D; ? j=P e : ( )  = gen(C;  jsimp(D)) C 0 ; D0 ; ? [ fx : g j=P e0 : 0( ) 00 j=P C 0 nC?0
(let")
00 (C [ C?0 ); 00 D0 ; ? j=P let x = e in e0 : 00 0 ( )
C; D; ? j=P [= ]D0 e : ([= ] 0 ) 0 j=P [= ]D0 D  2= fs(0 C ) 00 j=P f0 [= ] 0   g
(typ")
00 0C; 00 [= ]D0 ; ? j=P (e :: 8 : 0 jD0 ) : 00 ( )

S

S

Figure 7: The integrated type-checking/type-inference algorithm
work on re nement types [Fre94], although in a quite di erent setting where the subtyping system is used to provide
additional information on terms that already have an ML
type. We are not aware of any system besides ours that
provides a combination of subtype declarations resembling
our polymorphic subtype axioms, and variance-based depth
subtyping.
The choice to settle for a deliberately incomplete inference algorithm sets our work apart from most of the systems above. Aiken and Wimmers' constraint solver makes
some non-conservative simpli cations in the interest of efciency, although for a very rich type language including
union and intersection types [AW93]. Reppy and Riecke
have implemented type inference for OML such that only
constraint-free type schemes are inferred [RR96], but they
do not describe their algorithm, nor do they provide any
technical results.
Most related to our approach is perhaps Pierce and
Turner's work on local type inference [PT98]. They start
with a variant of System F with subtyping, and develop
an inference technique that is able to ll in missing type
arguments, as well as missing annotations, in many cases.
Their method for inferring types for anonymous abstractions is similar to our implementation of integrated typechecking, although their algorithm switches between strict
phases of inference and checking, which ours does not.
Pierce and Turner's algorithm is not complete w. r. t. the
Hindley/Milner system, but they have the advantage of a
declarative speci cation of the programs that the inference
algorithm accepts.
Cardelli's implementation of F [Car93] also contains a
partial type inference algorithm that, like ours, uses uni cation to solve constraints involving unbound type variables.
However, this \greedy" algorithm solves all constraints, including those on variables in the assumption environment,
at the earliest stage possible, thus its behaviour can sometimes appear quite unpredictable.
Objective ML [RV97] conservatively extends ML with
subtype inference and a powerful type abbreviation mechanism that achieves much of the succinctness we obtain by
using name inequivalence. The type system of Objective ML
is based on extensible records, though, and does not support

subsumption.
Many of the systems mentioned allow subtype constraints to be recursive [Kae92, EST95, AW93, RV97,
MW97], thus facilitating certain object-oriented programming idioms not otherwise expressible [BCC+ 96]. Our
system does not currently support recursively constrained
types, although a generalization that would allow such constraints to be checked (just as ordinary constraints can be
checked but not automatically inferred by our system) would
be a worthwhile future extension.
9 Conclusion and future work
We have described a subtyping extension to the Hindley/Milner type system, and an accompanying partial type
inference algorithm which (1) nds principal types for all expressions that do not use subtyping, (2) nds succinct types
for most expressions that use subtyping but do not need constraints, and (3) fails for all expressions that must be typed
using constraints. We have also shown how a subtype relation based on name inequivalence can be used to implement
a system of incrementally de nable datatypes and record
types, that is close in spirit to both datatypes of languages
like ML and Haskell, and interface hierarchies in popular
object-oriented languages like Java.
The inference algorithm has been implemented as a prototype interpreter. Initial experiments suggest that the algorithm works very well in practice, and that explicit type
annotations are rarely needed. Currently, a modi cation of
Hugs is under development, that would allow practical experimentation on a larger scale.
Future directions for this work include nding better
characterizations of which expressions the algorithm accepts. One possible approach to this could be to identify
a set of restrictions on terms and typing derivations that
would yield minimal types in the presence of subtyping,
and show that under these restrictions, the algorithm is
complete. There are also some interesting extensions that
we would like to explore, including type-checking recursive
constraints, implementing higher-order polymorphism as in
[Jon93], and investigating ways to encode and eventually
integrate the overloading system of Haskell.
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